Key Card Interface Module locks and unlocks control to heating/cooling system.

Inserting a keycard allows control access to system during occupied times, removing keycard disables system operation during unoccupied times.

A standard wired controller or wireless remote controller (ordered separately) is used to operate system during occupied times.

**FEATURES**

- **Run LED** - Indicates that system is operating.
- **Connections** - Conexions are provided for the building control system (on/off relay control) and the heating/cooling system main control board on indoor unit.
- **Power** - No external power supply required.
- **Dimensions (H x W x D)** - 3-3/8" x 2-7/8" x 5/8" in. Control can be mounted on a standard electrical handy box or on a wall. Additional hardware is furnished for installation.

**SYSTEM OVERVIEW**

Heating/Cooling System

- Main Control Board
- Display Board
- Network module interface
- Key Card Interface
- Wired Controller (not furnished)
- Wireless Remote Control (not furnished)
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